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1,01 This practice outlines the safety precautions to 
be followed and covers the reporting procedure• 

to be employed for minimizing the possibility of tele
phone employees I receiving shocks from telephor..e plant 
that has become energized by contact with or induction 
from electric company facilities. 

1.02 Precautions to be observed to prevent accidenta1 
electrical contacts while performing work opera

tions in the vicinity of light and power or other 
foreign electrical wires and equipment are covered in 
the various sections of the Bell System Practice• 
dealing with the work operations being performed. 

2, UNGROUNDED AERIAL PLANT ELECTRICAL HAZARDS 

2,01 The types of plant most subject to becoming 
electrically energized and which are potentially 

the most dangerous when energized are ungrounded 
aerial leads which are on joint poles with the Elec
tric Company or which are overbuilt, crossed by, or 
exposed to possible contact with Electric Company 
wires or facilities, 

2,02 Ungrounded aerial plant may consist of: 

( a) Open wire 
(b) Drop wire 
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(c) Ungrounded aerial cable 
(d) Ungrounded cable suspension strand 

These types of plant which are not grounded or 
which may have their connections to ground severed by 
electrical burns when contacted by electric wires can 
remain dangerously energized over their entire length 
until the contact is discovered and removed. 

2,03 The probability of electrical contact is consid-
erably increased during and following heavy wind 

and rain storms, electrical storms, earth quakes, 
floods, etc., due to broken or sagging wires, broken_ 
or leaning poles, trees falling into the lead, etc. 

2.04 During fair weather, contacts can occur fr om 
such causes as improper clearances between 

aerial plant and electric wires, broken wires, broken 
insulators, broken poles from automobile collision, 
wire trash in leads, tree trimming operations, fire~ 
etc. 

2.04 Ungrounded 
are subject 

gerously charged 
and can carry the 
1ng the safety of 
lead. 

aerial leads located in areas which 
to electrical storms can become dan
by lightning or static electricity 
charge for long distances, endanger
employees who may be working in the 

2 .06 Ungrounded aerial leads which are on the sa m • 
poles with higher-voltage power circuits or are 

parallel to such lines at separations of 100 feet or 
less can become electrically charged by induction from 
the power wires particularly while the telephone wires 
are not connected to cable plant. Where power trans
mission lines supported on steel towers are involved, 
telephone wires may become charged by induction at 
separations of 200 feet or greater, depending on the 
length of exposure. While the electrical charge car
ried by the telephone wires under these conditions is 
not dangerous, the startling effect of the electrical 
shock which may be received unexpectedly by the work
man may cause him to react in such a manner that a 
serious fall or other unforeseen injury mny result. 

3. GROUNDED AERIAL CABLE PLANT HAZARDS 

3.01 In cases _of electric contacts with grounded 
aerial cable plant, the low resistance to ground, 

via the grounded messenger and cable sheath, Generally 
results in: 
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,. .. •• 
(a) burning off the power wires at the ooint of con
tact, (b) operation of the power circuit. breakers or 
prote~tive fuses, or (c) both of the foregoing. 

3.02 As a result of the above, there is !lttle like-
lihood of the grounded aerial cable plant r&

maining dangerously energized for any appreciable 
period of time after the contact has occurred. "'he 
messenger and sheath are, of course, energized for the 
duration of the conta~t; and, for this reason, where 
any swinging contacts are observed, or where electric 
wires are !mown to be in physical contact with the 
messenger or cable, the messenger and cable should be 
treated as energized and avoided until the contact is 
removed. 

3.03 Any aerial cable plant, grounded or un~rounded, 
which has been contacted by light or power wires, 

must be carefully inspected 1n order to insure that 
the messenger has not been weakened to the point where 
it will no longer support the weight of a workman. 
The cable sheath ~ust also be inspected for electrical 
burns as a protection for the service. It 1s there
fore important that the reporting procedures outlined 
in these practices be followed in case of known or 
suspected contact between electric wires and ~ 
aerial cable plant. 

4. CONTACT EVIDENCE 

4.01 In the application of this practice, either 
"known" or "suspected" contacts shall be con

sidered as contact evidence, as follows: 

NOT~: As covered in the follnwing, evidence of 
"above normal" vol tags and currents at pro
tectors would include: burned insulation on 
wiring, exploded fuses, severely burned or 
welded carbons, melted parts, burned or smoked 
areas on bases or mats, etc. 

(a) KNOWN CONTACT 

(1) Wires seen in actual contact, J;,y employees 
of either the Telephone Company or Electric 

Company. 

(2) Burns in bridle wire, drop wire, cable pro
tectors, cable terminal lugs, etc.,at cable

open wire or cable-drop wire junction poles. 
There may also be evidence ot burns in the cable 
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at this point, such as 
the cable stub, holes 
me 1 te d le ad· droppings, 
or clamps, etc. 

exploded lead sheath in 
burned in the sheath, 

burns at the cable rings 

(3) Fuses and carbon blocks operated at station 
protector, replaced fuses operated inu~edi• 

ately. General appearance of protector and 
adjacent area may or may not indicate damage by 
"above normal" (see note) voltage and current. 

(4) Central office 
blocks operated. 

operated immediately. 

heat coils or protect o r 
Replacing coils or blocks 

(5) Deskrnan finds foreign potential on line 
under test. 

(b) SUSPECTED CONTACT 

(1) Protector blocks ope~ated at cable-open wire 
junction, indicating "above normal" voltage 

and current (see note above). 

(2) Fuses 
teeter, 

and current. 

and blocks operated at station pro
indicating "above norr.ial" voltage 

Replaced fuses do not operate. 

(3) A number of central office heat coils or 
protector blocks are found operated in the 

same cable, indicating above-norma·l voltage and 
current. Replaced coils do not operate; lines 
test open. 

(4) Electric Company reports trouole on electric 
circuits where telephone plant is princi

pally open wire. 

(5) Police or Fire Department or subscribers re
port wire down, tree limbs on wires, elec

trical displays, etc. 

(6) Subscribers report bells tingling or ringing 
in peculiar manner with no one on line. 

(7) Electric burns are found in cable while in
vestigating reported trouble. 

(8) Deskman hears 50- ur 60-cycle hum on line 
under test. 
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5. REPORTING 2VDENCE: OF CONTACT 

5.01 The test center is able to test for power, noise, 
and forelgn potential on telephone lines and is 

i~ a position to correlate reports from other sources 
of kn0wn :md su,ipected cases of contact between '£ele
phone Co:s;.iany and Electric Company plant and to cau
tion and direct employees whenever indications of 
energized plant exist. All information on !mown or 
suspected cases of contact orlginating outside or the 
Test Ce:ite1•, therefore, should be ,.,eported or relayed 
to this force without delay. 

Note: The term "Test .:enter" in this practice 
shall include local test centers and toll test
boards. One place shall be selected as the 
control center ror each operating unit, such 
as central office area or district toll orfice 
area. 

5. PROCEDURE - EVIl)E!,CE CF COHTACT 

6.01 Outside employees 1n the plant service rorce~ 
and line and cable-placing, splicing or main -

tenance rorces who work in aerial wire or cable plant, 
should be constantly on the alert for any evidence or 
electrical contact as outlined in Part 4. 

6.02 Upon rinding 
::,f contact, 

rollows: 

or being notiried or any evidence 
outside employees shall proceed as 

(a) Unless the report came from the test center, 
notiry the test center immediately rroin the 

no a.rest available "safe telephone". Give details 
of contact evidence which has been round or re
ported and ask ror rurther instructions. 

Note: Standard installations or Subscr i ber • s 
telephones, public telephones or toll stat1ms 
are considered "sare" telephones. Test sets 
shall not be used for reporting to the hist 
center, under theoe conditions. 

(b) Warn other employees seen in the vicinlty. 

(c) Until the contact has been located and cleared, 
or until it has been determined that no "Ol"

tact exists, follow carefully all of the sa!ety 
precautions outlined in Part 7 while working ·in 
the lead or when handling any service wires and 
associated equipment connected to the lead. 
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( d) If c, 1di tion11 hazardous to the public are 
four , take all precautions ahort of handling 

the en~ gized plant to protect the public from it, 
by mea: ~ of rope guards, warning aigna or lights, 
perso1·al guard duty, etc,, appointing someone else 
to .-·.and by if necessary while calling in reports, 

(e) Do not handle or come in contact with any 
light or power wirea, even though it appears 

that the circuits are dead, All such wires shall 
be considered alive and shall be avoided, They 
shall be handled only by Electric Company employ
ees, 

7, SAFETY PRECAl!TI0NS 

7,01 Where evidence of contact ~xists or where the 
probability of contact is greatly increased due 

to hazardous storm conditions, the precautions listed 
below shall be followed by all employees while working 
in outside aerial plant, In cases of contact evidence, 
these precautions shall be observed until the contact 
has been located and cleared, or until it has been 
determined that no contact exists, i.>uring and after 
hazardous storm conditions, these precautions shall be 
followed for the duration of the emergency until 
notice is given by your Supervisor or test center that 
danger of contact is over, 

Inspection of Ungrounded Aerial Leads 

7,02 Before doing any work in open wire, drop wire, 
or ungrounded aerial cable leads, which requires 

climbing poles and coming in contact with any wires, 
cables, messengers, connecting blocks or protectors in 
the lead, or which requires handling from the Ground 
any wires or drops connected to the lead, the follow
ing inspections shall be made: 

(a) If the lead is short, inspect the entire por-
tion which i~ on joint poles with the Llectric 

Company or which is overbuilt, crossed by, or in 
close proT.imity with Electric Company wires or 
facilities, Look fer broken or sagg1n£ wires, 
fallen trees, branches Cl' wire trash in the lead, 
broken or leanin£ poles, etc,, causing Slectric 
Company wires or facilities to be in actual con
tact with telephone plant or in close ~noubh prox
imity to cause swinLing contacts, 

(b) If the lead is too lonb to inspect completely, 
inspect the termlnal open wire junction pole 

for evidence of contact. Look for burne..: o,· 
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melted jw:tpers or· slack span wires at the tarr.iinal 
and for burned, melted, or exploded lead sheath o~ 
the cable and terr.i.inal stub near the pole. If 
line wire protectors are provided, look for 
similar evidence of contact on associated wiring 
and parts. If the pole is climbed to make this 
inspection, climb only far enough to permit close 
visual inspection. Wear rubber gloves while 
touching or handling any teriiilnals, protectors, or 
associated wiring. Do not touch them if it is 
apparent, from a visual Inspection, that they have 
been damaged by ele.ctrical contact; and do not do 
any work in the lead which requires coming in con
tact with any of the wires, cables, or messengers 
until the contact has been located and determined 
to be clear. 

(c) During and following hazardous storm conditims 
on long leads described above which have not 

been inspected in their entirety, wear rubber 
g_lo_ir~ while handling any of the line wire~ 
wlring, and protector wiring even when no evidence 
of contact has been found or reported until notice 
ls given by your supervisor or test center that 
danger of contact ls over. 

Inspection of Station Protectors 

7.03 In addition the precautions covered in Paragraph 
7 .02 make a careful visual inspection of the sta

tion protector of the line involved before handling or 
coming in contact with the drop wire and before climb
ing to work in the lead. This inspection must be made 
in both ungrounded and grounded aerial leads in order 
to insure the safety of the worlanan. Lookfor burned 
or exploded fuses or protector parts, burned or melted 
protector wiring or insulation, evidence of arcing 
between protector parts and protector box, severely
burned or welded carbons, etc. Until it is determined 
by inspection that no contact evidence exists. we·ar 
rubber gloves while handling or coming in contact with 
any protector equipment and associated wiring. If it 
is evident from appearances that contact has occurred, 
<!9 not touch ~ protector parts or wfris! until the 
contact has been located and determined o clear. 

Electrical Storm Precautions 

7.04 During electrical storms in the 
when warned that electrical storms 

the section of the lead in which work 
~Jrmed, all workmen shall stay clear 
aerial leads. 

vicinity, or 
are affecting 

is being per
of ungrounded 
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7.05 Toll repairmen line crews and others dispatched 
on trouble or workin,; in such leads <luring elec

trical storms shall mal:e all calls fron "safe tele
phones", i.a., subscriber sets, public telephones, or 
toll stations. No atter:ipt should be made to ~ test 
set i!l_ Q!! '!!}X line wires _£[ tne leaa. -- - --

7 .06 Sections of aerial wire lead which are separated 
from the region of the electrical storr.t by re

peater stations, or sections of grounded cable, etc., 
where cable protectors are used, ~ay be considered 
free from the electrical hazards of the storm, ru1d the 
precautions outlined above need not be taken. 

Induced Voltage Fror:i Power Wires 

7 .07 When working on open wire lines or ungrounded 
messenger or cable leads which are on the same 

pole with higher voltage power circuits (over 2900 
Volts to ground, or over 5000 Volts between wires) or 
are parallel to such lines at separations of 100 feet 
or less, the telephone lines may become charged with 
voltages induced from the power wires particularly 
while the teleohone wires are not connected to cable 
plant. Where -power transmission lines supported on 
steel towers are involved, telephone wires may become 
charged by induction at separations of 200 feet or 
greater, depending vn the length of exposure. 

7.03 To p:-~vent injuries fror.i the startling effect of 
eleccrical shock~ which may be received under 

these conditions, the precautions outlined in Section 
031.141.2 should be followed during construction work 
operations. This practice describes the methods to be 
used for i:;rounding wires to drain off voltage charges. 
Similar means of grounding should also be e:nployed 
when placing messenger and when working in ungrounded 
leads on repair visits, etc. In addition to these 
precautions, the workman may provide additional pro
tection by wearing rubber gloves, and by making him
self secure on the pole with safety strap before touch
ing any of the conductors. 

J. CLEARANCE SITUATIONS 

0.01 In addition ~o the hazards which result from 
contacts between power wires and open wire or 

aerial cable pl1U1t during the storm conditions out
lined in the preceding text, other electrical hazards 
are introduced from time to time as a result of im
proper or inadequate clearance between the power wires 
and the teleph~~e plant. Since electrical hazards 
from these sources may come unexpectedly and without 
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warning in any kind of weather, it is important that 
all outside employees who work in aerial plant recog
nize the clearance situations which bring the hazards 
about and take proper steps to avoid and correc~ the 
unsatisfactory conditions. 

8.02 Typical clearance situations which can be haz
ardous to the safety of employees and which must 

be constantly watched for and corrected are: 

(a) Inadequate clearance between telephone plant 
and tlectric Company wires or facilities due 

to improper installation, sagging or broken wires, 
guys or cables, unbalanced loads on poles, etc. 

(b) Improperly-supported conductors or fixtures of 
either Electric Company or Telephone Company 

that may permit contactr between Electric and 
Telephone Company plant, i.e., broken insulators 
or tie wires, imprope1• fasteners, etc. 

(c) Damaged plant in Joint use, or at crossings, 
from motor vehicle collision, etc., causing or 

permitting contact between Telephone and Electric 
Company wires or f.«cilities. 

{d) Tree tri:nmihg by Electric Company or outside 
parties on pole lines in Joint use. 

(e) Fires near Joint-use plant. 

(f) Wire trash which would cause contact in leads 
on joint-use plant. 

(g) Ir.lproperly-placed or missing i:,uy insulators 
per::ii ttin.; contacts via guy Ylires between 

Electric and Telephone Cor.ipany plant. 

8.03 A thorough understanding of the clearance re-
quirements outlined in Section GlO.3O1-S, to

gether with close adherance to the inspection and re
porting procedure covered in Section Gl0.9O1 will be 
necessary to comply with the above instructions. 

8.04 Cases of known or suspected electrical contact 
which result from clearance situations shall be 

handled by the same reporting procedures and precau
tions outlined above for the handling of other contact 
evidence. 
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Climbing and Working Clearances - Aerial Plant 

8.05 When doing work in any aerial plant on poles 
jointly used by the Ele.ctric Company or in the 

proximity of any electrical wires or facilities, the 
following precautions shall be taken to guard against 
electrical shock. 

(a) Before climbing pole: 

(l) Make a careful survey of electrical wires 
and equipment attached to the pole which may 

be encountered and observe that clearance and 
climbing space is adequate to permit climbing 
and working on pole without coming in contact 
with the electrical facilities .• 

(2) Observe that guy wires which pass throui:;h 
vicinity of elect:·ical wires are properly 

equipped with insulators to electrically isolate 
sections within reach of work:,en in telephone 
plant. 

(3) Observe that non-conductive protective mould-
ings are in place and in ~ood repair on any 

electrical wiring or conduit runs on poles which 
are within reach of workmen in telephone plant. 

(4) While climbing and working on pole, follow 
safety precautions outlined in Section 

GlO.2O5, avoiding contact with any part of elec
trical equipment or wiring. 

(5) Where standard cleara.~ces or cli~bing space 
from power circuits or equipment, are not 

provided, or where protective insulators, mould
ings, etc., are missing, damaeed or located in 
such a manner that danger of contact exists,no 
work shall be done on the pole until proper saf&
guards have been made or until the conditions 
have been corrected. 

(6) During wet weather, tn addition to the pre-
cautions above, be on the alert and take 

precautions to guard against serious falls or 
other injuries from the surprise effect of elec
trical shocks, from leakace currents on poles 
supporting electric company wires and associated 
equipment, transformer vertical conduit and 
ground wire runs, etc. Y.eans of safe~uardinz 
a0ainst these hazards should include: use of 
rubber gloves, rubber boots, rubber overcoats; 
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uae of safet7 belt around pole while climbing 
and descending; use of ladders, tower truclqi, 
etc., depending on the conditions encountered. 

(b) Before riding suspension strand: 

Observe that riding path is clear of possibld 
contact between body of workman and any electric 
company wires or equipment or other foreign wires; 
do not ride strand until an7 unsare conditions 
have been sareguarded or corrected. 

(c) Night work: 

Before climbing and working in aerial plant at 
night time, adequate lighting shall be obtained to 
inspect plant for proper climbing and working 
clearances as outlined in (a) above. 
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